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PREFACE

hen spending the winter of 1909-10 in

Florence, we were shown a volume of

Mr. Morgan's illustrated catalogue, describ-

ing his manuscripts of the XII, XIII and

XIV centuries. One of the most interesting of this col-

lection is the Fountaine manuscript of chess problems,

a Norman French translation and amplification of a

XIII century Latin manuscript in the National Library

of Florence, called the, " Bonus Socius ", (Good Com-

panion) collection of problems.

Dr. A. v. d. Linde, the noted German writer of

early chess history published in Berlin 1881, " Ouel-

lenstudien zur Geschichte des Schachspiels " in which

volume pages 121 to 177 is described most fully the

" Bonus Socius " (Good Companion) collection of pro-

blems. In the introduction he writes as follows :
—

" Of the author of a collection of chess problems

" which occupied for nearly three hundred years the

" chess playing inhabitants of the western country, we
" know only his name and residence. He was a con-
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' k temporary of Alfonso X. (1257-1284 King of Spain),

" a compatriot of the Lombardo Cessole, and either

" theologian or lawyer.

Later the author's name is given as Nicholaus St. Ni-

cholai.

The expert (H.-J. R. M.) states however that St. Ni-

cholai was not the author of the original Florence col-

lection, but later transcribed the latin manuscript now
in the National Library Paris, and substituted in the

prologue his name in place of Bonus Socius.

This publication is a portion of the chess problems

of the, " Good Companion " manuscript, which we
wish to bring before you, and reproduces the mediaeval

Arabic chess boards, consisting of sixty-four white squa-

res, upon which is substituted for the chess men the

abridged Latin text of each piece in the diagram.

The manuscript was written about 1 250-1 275: it was

the most complete, best written and arranged collection

of chess problems extant in the XIII or XIV centuries, and

from it were translated and amplified at least twenty other

chess manuscripts.

The condition of the diagrams and abridged Latin

text is most remarkable ; the parchment and writing

as clear as if written yesterday. It is much more easily

read than are the same problems reproduced in wood-

cuts, over two hundred years later, or shortly after the

art of printing was invented.

Some of these early problems, now over six hun-

dred year old, may seem very crude to an expert of the

twentieth century, but you would never have reached

your present skill, if just such a person as " Good
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XIII CENTURY CHESS PROBLEMS 7

Companion 99 had not blazed his way through the vir-

gin forest.

Problem 99 with a mate on the move given does

not look very inviting, but when we learn we are to

mate in II III IV or V or sui-mate yourself on the IV

move, we see that, " Good Companion ", composed or

copied for his friends a problem of great beauty.

Let us go back two centuries before " Good Com-

panion " collected his problems, and note the following

very interesting incident :

1) About 1 06 1 A. D., Cardinal Damianus, Bishop

of Ostia, writing to a Bishop who had been found

playing at chess, said: " Was it right, I say, and con-

sistent with thy duty to sport away thy evenings amidst

the vanity of chess, and defile the hand which offers up

the body of the Lord, the tongue that mediates between

God and man, with the pollution of a sacrilegious game? "

2) " Chess was played in Florence as early as

1 06 1, in which year a Florentine Bishop is said to have

been ordered by Cardinal Damiano to expiate the offence

of playing chess in public by three recitations of the

Psalter, by washing the feet of twelve poor persons,

and by giving them liberal alms.
"

" Good Companion " composed and collected these

problems in Florence about the middle of the XIII

century. In this city in the same century also lived

Dante, the author of the " Divina Commedia ", Giotto

the father of modern painting, and de Cambio who be-

1) The Chess Weekly Dec, 18, 1909.

2) Reprint Caxtons " Game and play of the Chesse. " London 1883.
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gan the Duomo, that was destined to remain the largest

cathedral in the world until the erection of St. Peter's

in Rome.

Is it not remarkable that none of the original ma-

nuscripts written by Dante exist to day, and the same

can be said of Shakespeare
;
yet this mediaeval, " Good

Companion ", collection of chess problems, interesting

only as a curio or historically, should have been pre-

served by the old Florentine families of Dati and Bal-

dovinetti ? And how fortunate that the Italian ministry

has now so safely placed it for all time in the National

Library.

We wish to express our grateful appreciation to

Sig. Cav. Dr. Morpurgo, director of the National Li-

brary for his kindness in allowing us to reproduce the

frontispiece, prologue and so many of the interesting

old problems.

Florence, January 7, igio.
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PROLOGUE '

}

N CONSEQUENCE OF THE SIN OF THE FIRST MAN THE

CELL OF MEMORY OF THE HUMAN GENERATION IS EN-

FEEBLED; SO THAT ALL IS FORGOTTEN THAT IS NOT

BEFORE YOUR EYES, OR OF WHICH YOU ARE NOT CONTINUALLY

THINKING. IT IS JUST THE SAME AS PLACING SOMETHING IN A

LITTLE BAG CONTAINING HOLES. It FALLS OUT AT ONCE, ALSO

WHAT PASSES IN ONE EAR GOES OUT THE OTHER IMMEDIATELY

AS IS READ IN « De PPENI. DI IV DE PERTUSO ET CON.

DI V (THEREFOR NO SERCH WHERE OFF ALSO THE ILLNESS). »

To REMEMBER EVERYTHING AND NEVER FORGET IS MORE

APPROPRIATE TO THE GODS THAN TO MAN AS RECORDED IN

the Comments of the old law of learning book II.

For all these reasons I a good companion (bonus so-

L

) The words bono socius, the last of the fourteenth line,

(see reproduction) are used by the expert writers of chess

history, to designate a group of chess problem manuscripts of

THIS PERIOD, XIII AND EARLY XIV CENTURY.

Of the two manuscripts now in the National Library at

Paris, one was transcribed in latin and the other translated

into plcard dialect. both adopted introductions somewhat si-

milar to the original florence prologue, but in place of the

words « bonus socius » the latin text has substituted v. de v.

and the plcard text has « nicholas de st. nlcholai, clercs. »
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cius) consent to the prayers of my companions, have

taken the trouble to collect into this book all the

problems (partita) which i have seen or have discove-

red in trying to invent new ones in the games of

chess, dice and merries, so that my companions may

more easly make other problems with different com-

binations, by exercising in studying these.

Knowledge is perfected through exercise of in-

tellect AS STATED IN, DlGEST I OF THE LEGATE AND LA-

dies maid in waiting.

In a human work nothing can be completely per-

fect, THEREFORE I CRAVE INDULGENCE FOR THE INTRODUCTION

of this work to all my protectors, players, and com-

panions; who may have occasion to read this work, and

beg that they will receive it kindly making all cor-

rections necessary.

Follows first the chapters of the problems of

good companion and his companions, then come the

problems which are made for check-mate.
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Problems 25 and 26.
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THE FRONTISPIECE

HIS reproduction of the illumination on parchment

from the " Good Companion " collection is we believe

the oldest European illustration of a game of chess

existing at the present time, and was painted about 1250 to

1275. An expert states that the Gothic pillars at the sides

of the illumination would lead one to suppose it was drawn

in the latter part of the thirteenth century just at the beginning

of the renaissance period.

Chess was known in Spain in the tenth century, since

the library of the learned Caliph Hakam II of Cordova con-

tains some Arabic Ms. on the game ; and by the middle of

the eleventh century it was played in Europe.

Chess was introduced into England in that part of the

thirteenth century which followed the return of Edward the

first from the Holy Land, where he had remained so long,

attended by so many English subjects. Twenty-six English

families have emblazoned chess boards and chess rooks on

their arms.

The art of chess problems however was not popular in

Europe until the latter part of the XIII century ; it was
first known to Italians, through the early trading of the Flo-

rentines and Venetians with Constantinople and eastern ports

of the Mediterranean.

The oldest chess problem on record is thought to be

that contained in an ancient Persian manuscript, attributed
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to Caliph Kulifer Mustasin Billah, who reigned a. d. 833

to 842.

Richard Twiss published a chess work of great interest

to amateurs in London in 1787. In it he makes this quota-

tion. " In the year 1266 there came to Florence a Saracen

named Buzecca, a very great chess player, who in the Pa-

lace del Popolo (now called Bargello) before Count Guido

Novello, played three games with the best masters in Flo-

rence, simultaneously, two of them without sight of board

and men, winning two and drawing one game, by perpetual

check, a performance that excited great wonder. "

Now we believe that the dark faced Arab or Saracen in

the red cloak of illumination is this same great chess player,

Buzecca. He probably helped to make the chess problem art

more popular in Florence, and it is possible that he brought

here some of the problems from Syria or Arabia that " Good

Companion " states he saw and took the trouble to collect

into his little book, so that his companions could exercise

their intellect.

All Asiatic chess tables of that time were subdivided

into sixty-four squares, but not checkered. The illustrated

chess diagrams in both the Fountain and Paris Latin text are

checkered ; to conform with the law of this later period, the

white square is at the right, but in the XIII century it

evidently did not matter, as in the illustration the black square

is at the right hand.

We do not know who the author of these problems was.

He must certainly have been a man of wealth and standing

in the comunity as parchment manuscripts were very costly

;

possible Count Guido Novello, the patron of chess before

whom Buzecca played in the Palazzo del Popolo, was the

collector and author.



Original XVI th century binding of the Ms.





DESCRIPTION OF MANUSCRIPT

HIS is a standard collection of chess problems of the

XIII century, containing 121 leaves of vellum, 242

pages, 1 8 -(-
1

3

8 cent. The first leaf contains the illu-

mination of an Oriental and European playing a game of chess,

one of the oldest chess illustrations existing to-day. Leaf 2

recto contains the beautiful quaint prologue ; leaf 2 verso

gives in abridged Latin text descriptions of problems 1 & 2.

Opposite to this page are given diagrams of problems I and

II. This plan is continued, including leaf 97, giving 192

chess problems. Leaves 98 and 99 give but one problem each,

making 194 chess problems in the collection. Then come 24

problems of Merrils, with description of how to solve each.

This game is played the same to day as it was six hundred

years ago. In England it was called " nine men's morris or

five penny morris. " It is refered to by vShakespeare in " The
Midsummer Night's Dream " II, 1, 98, " The nine men's

morris is fild up with mud. " We reproduce two of the dia-

grams of problems in Merrils.

After this are given eleven problems of dice, played on a

back gammon board.

The entire collection is written in abridged Latin text.

This is like a modern short hand. It lessened the labour of

transcribing, and economized in amount of parchment requir-

ed. The latter was very expensive, the finest quality coming
from unborn lambs.
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Now as to the binding of the book, it is evidently of

the XVI century, boards covered with leather. On both covers

are five brass needles, and it is finished like a prayer book with

a metal clasp. Our reproduction is larger than the original but

binder has copied as near as possible the XVI century

binding.

The gold lettering on back of volume is in Italian and

reads " This book teaches the way to play chess. " This

title is very modern, and has been added quite recently.

It is a very inappropriate title for a collection of chess pro-

blems.

On the front inside cover is written in Italian :
" This

" book teaches the way to play chess also the rules, and is

" worthy to be considered for its antiquity and the diligence

" with which it was written also the painted miniature, the-

" refore it was acquired by our " relation " and it is a

" long time since, that it came into the house of Baldovi-

" netti.
"

In looking into the history of the Baldovinetti family,

Prof. Gentile, vol. I. Rome, 1889 pp. XXIX, gives this very

interesting account:

" The collection of books and. manuscripts formerly be-

" longing to the family Baldovinetti were offered for sale in

" 1852 by the tutor of the minor heirs of the Baldovinetti

" family, and after valuation had been placed upon them by
" Palermo, they were purchased by the Grand-Duke of Tu-
" scany for 9660 francs. The manuscripts of the Baldovi-

" netti family were of historical and litterary matter and

" numbered 286 volumes." (Good Companion collection was

number 165 of these manuscripts).

Baldovinetti inherited these volumes from the old Flor-

entine family of Dati, extinguished in 1767 upon the death

of Francesco di Cammillo. The latter willed the library of the

Dati family to his cousin Giovanni di Poggo Baldovinetti.

We see that in 1852, this library of 286 volumes sold

for about $ 1900 or a little less than $ 7.00 per volume. If
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Problems 41 and 42.
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to day, " Good Companion manuscript could be purchased,

it would bring more than the entire 286 volumes were sold

for, in 1852. ')

Very early printed works even when there are five to

ten copies in existence ; on account of their showing the

first examples of the printers art ; are more valuable than

much earlier manuscripts of which only one copy exists.

A good copy of Wm. Caxton's, 1474, " Game and play

of the chess ", the second book printed in the English lan-

guage, is worth five to six thousand dollars to day. The

following very interesting story is told of how this book once

sold for a few cents.

Reprint Caxtons, " Game and play of the chess, London,

" 1883. The "Antiquary" tells us how Davy Wilson, com-

" monly called Snuffy Davy, was the very prince of scouts

" for searching blind alleys, cellars, and stalls for rare volu-

" mes. He had the scent of a slow-hound, sir, and the snap

" of a bull dog. He would detect you an old black-letter

" ballad among the leaves of a law-paper, and bought the

" " Game of Chess", 1474, from a stall in Holland for about

" two groschen, or two pence of our money. He sold it to

" Osborne for twenty pounds. The latter resold this inimitable

" windfall to Dr. Askew for sixty guineas. At Dr. Askew's
" sale, continued the old gentleman, kindly as he spoke,

" this inestimable treasure blazed forth in its full value and
" was purchased by Royalty itself for one hundred and
" seventy pounds. "

l
) Since writing description of manuscript Mr. Leo S. Olschki, the

editor of the well known Magazine " La Bibliofilia " and proprietor of

the ancient book store on the Arno, has secured for us in Paris a very

modern Latin manuscript of the 194 " Good Companion " problems. The
description of each problem and the prologue has been translated into

Latin, the diagrams are very clearly written in black and red ink. An
expert says that it was written about 1810, probably by an Italian in Flo-

rence, as the paper shows the water mark of an Italian paper maker of

that time " Frat. Vivarelli Colonna. "
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The very last page of " Good Companion " manuscript

contains many prescriptions for the cure of disease. One pre-

scription reads as follows :

" Take 2 oz's naval pitch or turpentine 1 oz of clear

clean wax and 1 or 2 oz's of rosin, all these things you boil

in a pot untill they do not grow hard of that you must be

assured. Extract a portion with a little stick, then put it on

a stone to grow cold. If this first plaster has no effect repeat

untill it takes effect, then rub the side or back with

rose oil.
"
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PROBLEMS

T is recorded that the people of Southern Europe were

so found of gambling in the XV century that during

the war between Siena and Florence the soldiers were

more intent upon their dice than upon their arms. The same

thing can, be seen to day upon the golf course. At the end

of the day's sport the Italian caddies will throw dice or match

centimes untill a few have the entire earnings of the day.

The XIII century game of Chess was greatly prolonged

and many games were drawn. There was a demand for a quick

decisive ending adaptable to gambling purposes. It was under

these conditions that chess problems were introduced into

Europe and immediately became popular.

XIII century movements of the pieces

:

The King called Rex, the Rook Roc, and Knight Miles,

Soldier or Horse soldier, all moved exactly as do these pieces

at the present date.

The queen called Fercia moves one square in the diagonal

direction only, and can never play to a square of a different

colour. For its first move either at beginning of game, or

upon a pawn reaching the eight, row and queening, the Fercia

moves as follows; to the second square on the diagonals

vaulting over the first square whether it is occupied or not;

to second square directly in front (Q at Q sq would move
t° Q 3)- She could also play one square on diagonal if prefe-
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red
;
problem 1 30 explains the first move of queen. 1 The bishop

Alfinus, meaning herald, moved only to second square on

diagonal, and could vault over a piece in the first square.

The pawns, pedo, pedino, move and take as at present, but

at first play could only move one square, and upon reaching

the eighth row must be exchanged for a queen.

In diagrams a dash in squares containing pawns, show
the direction in which they advance.

Manuscripts and early printed works refered
to in description of problems. 2

1257 Ms. No. 7515 British Museum, 54 problems.

1283 Alfonso X Ms. Madrid, 103 problems.

XIII cent. Fountaine Norman-French translation of Good
Companion contains 294 problems in which are included the

entire 194 of the G. C. collection.

Early XIV cent. Paris. Latin text Paris Nat. Library

No. 10286 contains same problems as Fountaine Ms.

Early XIV cent. French (Picard dialect) Nat. Library

Paris, 348 problems, including the 194 of the Good Companion

collection.

The above three manuscripts include the entire original

Florence collection. They are splendidly executed on vellum,

with the actual pieces upon the diagrams. The two sides are

coloured gold and red; see reproduction from Paris Latin

Ms., of Good Companion problem No. 37.

XIV cent. London Codex 9351 British Museum 72 pro-

blems from Good Companion.

XIV cent. Bibliothecae Regiae Ms. British Museum

58 problems.

XIV cent. Old French Ms. Wolfenbiittel, Germany, 191

from G. C.

1 The variation of problem 157 gives another move for queen.

2 We know of at least six other manuscripts of Good Companion

problems. See celebrated problem No. 42.
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Problems 55 and 56.
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Reproduction of a three move problem from Lucena 1496.

R. De Lucena published the first practical chess book, printed by Hutz & Sanz in

Salamanca, Spain. It is the rarest of all printed chess works, but four copies exist, two in

Public Libraries of Spanish towns, one in the British Museum and the fourth in Mr. J. P.

Morgan's collection.

Of the one hundred and fifty problems, over one hundred are the same or similar to

« Good Companion » problems. It seems strange that many of Lucena's problems can be

solved only by XIII century rules, but that the openings given should all conform to present

movement of pieces. In these games it required two moves to castle, first you placed castle

at KBsq second king to KKtsq.
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XV cent. Gcettingen Ms. No. 85, Gcettingen.

1495 Francesch Vicent, Valencia.

1496 Lucena printed in Salamanca Spain. 150 problems,

125 of these are taken from Good Companion. In 1496 chess

was played in Spain under the old rules for moves of bishop

and queen. In other parts of Europe the change took place

much earlier, about 1470. It was the first of the practical

printed chess works ; but only four copies exist ; so that it

is the rarest of all printed chess publications. See repro-

duction of one of Lucena's problems.

Frontespiece, Damiano 1594 Spanish [and Italian edition.

Reproduction is same as contained in earlier editions of 1512, 1518 and 1523. Woodcut

is loaned through kindness of Mr. Olschki. He has two of these very rare works for sale.

151 2-18-23-64-94, 1606-18. Damiano, Portuguese. Geo

Walker " states that whole of this work is taken from Lu-

cena. " See seven reproductions of Damiano woodcuts.



Damiano woodcuts from 1594 edition. The early 1512 edition printed in Rome contains nearly one hundred problems from " Good Companion " collection.

But when new moves for queen and bishop came into general use, the XIII century problems were rearranged to conform with the new rules or dropped altogether.

In the 1594 edition there are only given about ten problems from " Good Companion ". These problems, composed about 1250, have remained sound through all

the many changes of rules governing the game in the last six hundred and fifty years.

The celebrated No. 42. Mate in III. No . Jlm Mate in III.
N

-
H3- Mate in VL
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Problems 83 and 84.
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CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS.
a) — Take the black pieces and defend against mate.

b) — Conditional check-mate.

c) — Check-mate.

d) — Check-mate, sound under XX cent, rules.

e) — Check-mate conditional, " " " " " "

f) — Sui-mate.

1 - a) — " First of all, the white moves with intention of

giving check-mate to the negro ones, in the second movement

no more or no less (K t — K B 7 mates on the move but

problem is to mate only in two). You take defence of the

negro ones because it is impossible to be check-mated on

second movement. He will bring his white roc in square A
(R — QB 2), and you bring negro roc in square with. (Q B 6)

and you will be well defended. For if he eats roc with alfin

(R X B) you move other roc where this is a -\- (Q R 4) and

in this way you will stop impending check-mate in two. " It

will always be possible to defend yourself although it seems

to the contrary. Same as N.° 8 in Fountaine and Paris Latin,

N.° 21 in French Picard.

2 - a) — This description is really of two problems. The
first is given in a pecular way. The black forces have the

south side of the board, and like N.° 1 black is to defend

himself but against mate in two. The variation described is

for white to mate in two, and we reproduce this from Da-

mian's edition of 1594.

" First of all, white moves and if pedes are in order in-

" dicated, the white ones say they will give check-mate in

" two movements, but as this is impossible you take with
" courage the defence of the negro pieces.

" If white roc eats negro soldier (R X Kt) you bring

" alfin where there is an A (B — K 5). No matter where he
" moves, if you are very attentive to what he does, you
" will always find a way of salvation. But some players

" play this problem with only the two negro soldiers (Kts.),

" in which case white can mate in two. First of all you give
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" check with roc between negro rex and white soldier (K t).

" We take with our soldier and he checkmates us with in-

" ferior soldier (K t checkmates at Q B 6).
"

For this variation see Damian's woodcut, also same as

N.° 65, Alfonso's X, 1283, N.° 3 London Codex 9351.

3 - b) - White K — Q B 5, B's — K B 5 + K 6, K t

- QKt6, R's — Q Kt 3 + QR6, P's — Q6 + QB6,
Black K - QKtsq, R's K R 2 + K K t 2. White to give

checkmate on second move. (K t — Q 7 mates on the move).

4 - c) — White, K — K R 6, B's — Q 5 + Q B 5, R —
Q R s q, P's - - Q B 6 + Q K t 6. Black K — Q R s q, R —
Q R 5. Mate in two.

5 - £) — White, K — KBsq, Kt — K R 3, B — K 6,

R-KRsq, P's — K K t 6 + K B 6. Black K — K R
sq, B - - KB 4, R Q 6, P Q 7. Mate on second

move only.

6 - c) — White K - Q B s q, B - - Q 4, K t — Q 6,

R's — K 7 + Q B 7, P's - - Q 5 + K 6, Black K — Q s q,

R - QR 3 -

Same as Lucena N.° 4.

White to mate only on second move.

Damian gives this problem with an up to date queen at

K B 3. See reproductions.

10 - d) — White K — Q 3, R's — K R 7 + Q R 7

Black K — Qsq, Kt — Q 3. Mate in two, this is a fine

problem and sound under XX century rules.

13 - c) — Mate in two ; white is playing from east side

of board.

14, - d) — Mate in two. This is probably an early problem

of about 1200. At this time the king* did not have the

power to take a piece. The white forces are at the top of

diagram.

" White is to play and give check-mate in two move-
" ments. The Roc has fidanza, (cannot be taken) by negro

,' rex. The fercia has fidanza over all the pieces. It looks

" like a good move to check with queen, then go in corner,
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Problems 97 and 98.
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" giving open check with Roc ; but he will cover check with

" Alfin. "

" You can play the game only in this way. Fercia eats

" Alfin. He will have to move Miles and you give check-mate

" with roc (R-KR 2).
"

16 - d) — Mate in two, white K — K R 3, R — K R 7,

P's — Q B 6 + Q K t 6. Black K— QRsq, R's — KKtsq
+ K K t 8, Kt's — QBsq + QKtsq.

20 - c) — Mate in two, white K — Q s q, R — K R 3,

K t — K B 2, Q's — K B 6 + K 6 Black K — K B 5. (If

XX cent, bishops are substitued for the queens, problem is

sound to day).

23 - c) — Mate in two. White no king given, R's —
KB 6 + QKt2, B's — K 3 + Q B 3, Kt's Q K t 6 +
KB 2. Black K — Q 5, this is a fine XIII century problem,

R — K B 4 ch, then K t mates.

25 - b) — Mate only on second movement. " White
" checks with roc in a. He will eat with Alfin, and you
" check-mate with Alfin in b. But if the right handed miles

" be placed where there is a -f- it could not happen. He
" would eat roc with rex. It would be yet possible to give

" check-mate in two with miles at 4-. Bring in first move-
" ment the rex in square marked. In that case you would
" have to pay attention that the miles between the two
" reges be well protected, otherwise you could not give

" check-mate. "

26 - b) — White to play and mate in II, III or IV.

" If you wish to mate in II, bring roc to where there is

" a black point, and then inferior miles to where the Alfin

" is and you give open check-mate. If you wish to check-

" mate in four, let us suppose that the white ones, who
" always have the precedence in movements, play miles to b

" giving check, then take Alfin with roc, again giving check;

" then play miles to c; check; then let white roc take negro
" roc, giving check-mate.

"

" If you want negro ones to have check mate in III,
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" you must then change problem, placing the white rocci

" where the two red points are given, and we must mate
" negro rex where the negro footman now is. Bring rocci

" in position instructed ; move first miles to a, then other

" miles to b; then eat the new negro fercia, giving check-

" mate. "

3!7 - b) — White has the move and knight is protected

(cannot be taken). Mate with pawn in III. White K — Q 6,

Kt —

Q

4 , Q — Q 7 , R— Q Kt s q, P — Q 5. Black K —
Qsq, R-QRsq,

This is a very fine XIII century problem and has also

been reproduced many times. Below are given three trans-

lations of how to solve the position. " G. C. " 1250 to 1275,

Paris Latin Ms., early XIV, century, and Due Charles Or-

leans' notation written by him about 1450 and added to the

description of the problem in the Paris Ms. For reproduction

of two last solutions see diagram.

" Good Companion " solution :
" Bring rex in a (K 6),

" miles in b check (Q B 6) it cannot be taken by rule of

" problem. And at third move you check mate with footman.

" But if Alfin were white in place of negro, this could not

*' be done. Negro's first move down the board (to Q B 2) would
" make it possible for negro on second move to eat white

" Alfin giving check, so that it would not be mate in

" three.
"

The Paris Latin Ms., reads the same as above but as

the diagrams of problems here contain gold and red chess-

men, the pieces are referred to as gold and red in place of

white and negro.

The Due Charles Orleans' notation is as follows: — "With-
" out giving saftey to the cavalier, the play is made in an-

" other manner. Play the cavalier in b, giving check, then

" the adversary is forced to take with the fou (bishop). If

" he places his tour before your tour, give him check-mate

" with tour or pion. If he moves the tour near the red Roi,
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Problems 99 and 100.
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" (King) you move golden tour in front of red tour. He will

" be forced to take this because he cannot uncover his Roi.

" Then give check-mate in four with pion.
"

41 - a) — White moves first but we are told to take the

negro pieces and defend ourselves against mate on third move.

White is not allowed to take a piece in trying to mate in III,

which he cannot do.

42 - d) — Mate in III. " The white has the move and

will give check-mate in III, first check with miles in a, then

with roc in b, then check-mate with other roc in c. " This

problem has been reproduced a greater number of times, and

has remained popular for a longer period ; over 600 years,

than any other known problem. These are some of its repro-

ductions : N.°3 Arabian Ms., 1257; N.° 58 N.° 63 Alfonso X
1283; N.°84 Fountaine Ms.; N.° 84 Paris Latin text; N.° 106

French Picard ; both the latter Ms. of early XIV cent. N.° 42

Wolfenbuettel Ms. ; N.° 26 Bibliothecae Regiae XIV century;

N.° 17 Lucena 1496; N.° 13 Damiano 151 2 and all other edi-

tions including 1594, see woodcut; N.° 2 Bertin 1735; N.° 6

Stamma 1737; and in 1822 published by Wm. Lewis as a

Damiano original. Two other reproductions of problem N.° 42

are as follows :
" De Ludo Scaccorum ", paper manuscript,

with coloured diagrams enclosed in yellow frames, written in

1454, Florence National Library XIX — 7 — 37. A few of

the 286 problems are missing: H. von der Lasa in 1881

added loose leaves giving diagrams of missing problems

These he copied from a duplicate manuscript, N.° 273, in the

National Central Victor Emanuel Library in Rome. In the

Florence manuscript N.° 44 is same as "Good Companion" N.° 42.

Nearly all the 194 problems of earlier collection are included

in both these Ms. There are eleven other chess manuscripts

in the Libraries of Florence, most of them are of Cessolis

work, but some contain problems.

44 - c) — Mate in III. White K — Ksq, B — KB 5,

Kt - - K K t 5, R — K R 7, P — K B 6. Black K-Ksq.
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Problems 105 and 106.
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B. — K B s q, K t s — K 6 + Q B 3, R's KKty +
Q B s q, P's — K B 6, K 5, Q 6, Q - - Q 3. Same as N.° 52

Lucena, N.° 77 Firdewsis Turkish 1501, and N.° 48 Alfonso.

4,7 - 6) — Mate in III with bishop.

48 - c) — Mate in III.

53 - d) — Mate in III, white K — K B 4, B — QR6
R's — Q B 7 + Q R 3. Black K - Q 4, K t - Q 8, R's

— KR8 + K K t 7.

55 - c) — Mate in III.

56 - d) — Mate in III, see Damian's reproduction. He
substitutes an up to date queen for the bishop.

7 1 - d) — To mate only on III move. See Damiano re-

production.

72 - d) — Mate in III. White no king, Kts - Q B 5

+ Q B 7, R's — Q 5 + QKt 7, Black K — Q B 3. Same as

N.° 6 Goettingen Mss. One of the best problems.

83 - c) — Mate in IV. One of the best problems.

84< - e) Mate in IV with the king's pawn. White is play-

ing from the top of diagram. Note the dashes on pawns

This is a fine problem and sound under XX century rules.

89 - c) — Mate in IV. White no king, K t — K K t 6,

B — KB 5, P's — K6 + Q6, R-KKtsq. Black K —
QBsq.Kt — Ksq, B — Q s q, Rs — K K t 2 -f Q K t s q. P
— QKt2. " White moves first and gives check with miles,

" then with roc if he covers with miles check with footman,

" then other footman takes black roc, giving check-mate. If

" on second movement he covers with roc, eat black roc and
"* check-mate with footman. "

90 - d) — Mate in IV. Black K — Q 3. White K —
Q 3, R's — K 2 + Q B 2. White plays to Q 4, Q 5, then K -

Q B 6, then check mate with rook at K 8. Neither of these

problems 89 or 90 are given by Dr. v. d. Linde in 1881 pu-

blication. They are also the only missing problems from mo-

dern 1 8 10 Latin Ms.

97 - c) ?' Good Companion " states that this is a very

elegant game, and very ingenuous. " White moves first and
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mates in four or less, if black is not very careful. Play

Alfin to a, ch., if Rex moves ch. with roc in angle, then

ch. with inf. — footman, and checkmate in four wite, sol-

dierhorseman. If negro plays best however he will play one

of these two ways. After white plays Alfin to a ch., black

should cover with inferior Roc (R at K t 7 to K R 7). Then

Roc eats Roc. If black covers with Roc, inf. — footman to

b and white mates in four with other footman. If black on

second move plays Rex (K — K t s q) Alfin eats Roc ; mate

in four in angle.
"

" If black on second nove covers with superior Roc (R at

Q 6 — R 6), this is better, bring footman to b and mate in

four. I said before the latter is better because if there was no

footman near Rex (P at R 4) or if inferior Roc was where there

is a . , in no way could you checkmate in four or less." Same as

163 in Fountaine & Paris Latin, N.° 213 in French Picard Ms.

98 - c) — " This game is like 97 as the Pedes are in

same position, but really very different and you can only

checkmate in five.
"

(He states that black pawn can move either way it wishes

to either, up or down the board).

" First bring Alfin in a. If he moves Rex, mate in four by

checking with Roc in angle. But if he covers first with in-

ferior Roc, then with superior Roc, eat them both and you

have made three moves. Now if black wishes Pedo to move
in correct way (Q 4), play Roc to b and mate in five at c.

If he wishes black Pedo to move to (Q 3) play Alfin in

front (Q 7). When he moves Rex, mate with Roc in angle.
*"

In the XIII century, problems of same construction as

97 and 98 were very popular. Alfonso X manuscript conta-

ined four nos. 54, 57, 90 and 100, 1257 Arabic manuscript

gives one N.° 20 a mate in six. This last is the same as

-f~ 97, with a white rock at K — R 4, black K — K Kt sq,

and the black rook at Q 6 th
is placed at Q K t s q. It is of

this problem that Bland p. 23 relates the following incident:

" Two Persian princes had engaged in such deep play that
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Problems 109 and no.
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" the whole fortune of one of them was gained by his oppo-

" nent. He who played the white was the ruined man : and,

" made desperate by his loss, he at last offered his favorite

" wife, Dilaram, as his stake. The game was carried on
" until he would have been inevitablely check-mated by his

" adversary on the next move. The Lady, who had observ-

" ed the game from behind the parda, or gauze screen,

" that separated the females from the male portion of the

" company, cried out to her husband in a voice of despair

" — O Prince, sacrifice your two rooks, and save Dilaram
;

" forward with your bishop and pawn, and with the Knight
" (horse) give check-mate. "

The following poetical Version of the above Story, is

extracted from the Mojithly Magazine.

CHESS.

1.

Where the stream of Solofrena

Winds along the silent vale

;

Where the palm-trees softly murmur,

Waving to the gentle gale,

By the myrtle-woven windows

Of an old romantic seat,

Sat, at chess, two noble Persians,

Shelter'd from the scorching heat.

3.

Here, with beating breast, Alcanzor

View'd the deep eventful play,

There, with black o'er-arching eye-brows,

Sat the Caliph, Mehmed-Bey.
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4.

But with wary eye the Persian

Marks each passion of the heart

;

And the gallant, brave Alcanzor

Yields, a victim to his art.

5.

Soon his ancient store of treasures,

Soon his wealth and wide domain,

Soon the glories of his fathers,

Fall, - the crafty Caliph's gain.

6.

Now he maddens as the lion

Raging thro' the desert grove;

Now with desp' rate oath he pledges

Zaida's beauties, Zaida' s love.

7.

Mehmed-Bey the offer seizes,

Triumph glistens in his eyes

:

Ah! rash youth, that thou had'st never

Dar'd to risk so fair a prize!

8.

For impending ruin threatens

» To devote thy hapless love: —
But! what piercing accents issue

From the lattic'd height above?

9.

Tis the beauteous Zaida crying,

Half distracted — "Oh! my life,

To thy foe concede thy castle,

And from death preserve thy wife.
"
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99 - /) A very curious problem. White is to move first

and mate in II, III, IV or V. He can also move and com-

pel black to mate white on the fourth move. The sui-mate

is solved as follows K t — K B 6 ch, P - - Q B 4 ch, P
— K 4 ch, R — K B 5 ch, and black must check mate white

on fourth move.

100 - e) — White is to check mate king in corner on

the fifth move. Roc in a, b + c then check with miles in

d, then mate with roc at e.

101 - b) White to mate with Alfin on V move. White

K — K B 8, R — K R 3, B - - Q 7, K t — K R 6 Black

K — KRsq, B — KB 5.

102 - b) — As above. White K — KR8, R — KKt 7,

B — K B 4, K t — Q R 6. Black K — KBsq.
103 - b) — As above. White K — QR4, R's

K 3 + Q B 3, Kt's - Q2 + Q K t 4, B's KB 4 +
QKt 5. Black K — Q 5.

104 - b) — As above. White K none, R — K B 6, B
- QBsq, Q's — K 3, Q 3, Q B 3 -f QKt 3 P - - Q R 3.

Black K — Q B 4.

IO5 - b) — White to play and check-mate the black

King in V where there is a -f-.
" First play Fercia in a,

then other Fercia in b roc in c, then d and check-mate with

roc in e.
"

IO6 - b) — Mate in V with inferior queen. (Q at

Q K t 6). " Bring inferior footman in a, other footman in b,

" check with Alfin, footman becomes a fercia, check, and with
41 other fercia check-mate in a.

"

I01 - e) — Check-mate in V with bishop when the

black king is at Q Kt's square. White K — QB6, B — KB8,
R's — K R 8 + K K t 7. Black K-QRsq.

" Move roc to (K's 7 ch), then to (K 8 ch), next check in

" corner, fourth rex to (Q's K t 6) and check-mate with Alfin.

•' Likewise if the roc standing near corner (K t 7) is placed
" at (KRs q) the check-mate can also be given in V. In

" such case move the roc to (Q K t s q) then to (Q R s q) ch
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" next check in corner, play rex to (Q K t 6) and mate with
" Alfin as before.

" Likewise if roc near corner (K t 7) stood in one of the

" five squares that exile the negro rex (any square from
k< K R 5 to Q 5), check-mate could equally be given with Al-
" fin. But in such case carry your rex to (OB y) and then
" turn back (Q B 6). If he comes directly against " di be

"

" (K — R3) carry your roc along the line near white rex
" (along white's fifth row) and you will see the worm of the

" game. "

" If he goes in the corner, move roc towards left (O Kt 5)

" and you will see how the game is closed. If he goes to

" place where the cross is (Q K t s q), play rex in (Q K t 6)

" and in two moves you give mate with Alfin in V. "

This problem is same as N.° 76 in Alfonso's X., 1283

manuscript.

108 - d) - - Mate in V. White K — KB 2, Kt — K 2.

Black K — K R 7, P — K R 6. A fine problem and sound

to day.

109 - c) — Mate in V moves.

110 - b) — White to mate in V with bishop. " It does

" not matter about roc, it may be either red or negro, in

" place where there are two rocci marked. Play roc in a ch.,

" again ch in b, then miles in c, then roc in d, and Alfin

" mates in e.
"

112 - b) — Mate in VI with KKts P. White K-
KB 2, R— KB 7, B's — KB5 + QR3, Kt — K 2, Q —
Q 3, P's — K R 2, K K t 2, K 4. Black K — K B 3, R's

—

QKt8 + OR 7 B — OR 3, K t's — KR 3 + QKty, Q-
Q K t 5 P's K R 4, KB3, Q K t 3 + Q R 4.

113 - d) — Mate in VI. " Miles in a, then in b, then

" with other miles check in c. If he goes away from roc you
" have check-mate, if he comes to roc, give check in d and then

" in e, and check-mate with roc in f.

Damiano gives this problem in 15 12. In Wm. Lewis' 1822
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Problems 129 and 130.
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translation he places a white K on board, but states that

white can only move rook once.

114 - b) — Mate in VI with KKt's., pawn.

115 - b) — White to mate king at blacks K — K t 4 in

VI. White K — K 5, K t's — K R 7 + K R 8, Q — K 4,

R-KKtsq. Black K — K R 3. 1 . R. ch. 2. Kt — KB 6.

3. K t ch. 4. R. ch. 5. Q ch. 6. R mates.

116 - b) — White mates with queen in VI. White no

king, Kt's — Q3 + Q6, B — Q R 3, R — Q K t 8, Q-
Q B 8. Black K — Q R 4, P — Q R 5.

" The negro footman goes in direction given, ch., with

" roc, miles, Alfin, again with roc, then miles and on sixth

" move mate with Fercia the rex in corner.
"

12 4< - a) — " Black has the move and if any one says

" they can mate in VI or less, you take defence of black as

" they cannot mate you under VII moves. "

This is same as problem N.° 50 in 1257 Arabic Ms.

White K-Ksq, Kt — K 6, R — K K t 7 , P's — K K t 6

+ KB7, Black K — KRsq, Kt — QB6, B-QBsq. R
— QR7. " You will check in corner (R — R8 ch) and
" what ever he does you will be able to force him to move
" six times with his rex, pulling him over the chess board
" and although he will eat your pieces, don't think about

" it, because only at seventh move he will be able to

" check mate you. Others would like to defend the black

" pieces differently, although it would not be good. That is

" to say check in corner then miles check (at K 5), next
" miles to (K B 3) so that white roc cannot check mate.

" But even if you do all this he will check with roc (KR7)
" and mate with his footman and he would have check-mated
" in less than six movements. "

129 - b) — White to play and mate in VII with

bishop.

130 - c) — Mate in VII. " The Ferciae are new, so

" they can jump or move to any square they wish. 1st

3
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" Fercia to a, then 4th Fercia to b, third Fercia to c, second

" Fercia to d, Fercia in b to e, one in c to f> and on seventh

" move you give check-mate at g.
"

131 - a) — Take the black pieces, and defend yourself

against mate or losing the rook in VII, black moves first.

White K — Q K t 6, Kt — QKt 5,B — Q 6, Q — KB 8.

Black K-QRsq, R — Q K t 6.

" It is possible to do as above stated, so take defence of

" negro pieces. Play negro roc to (Q K t 7) then (Q K t 8)

" then again same moves, you cannot go back to place of

" starting (Q K t 6) as he would play rex to (Q R 6) and
" either win your roc or give you check-mate, so continue to

" play as instructed. If he goes in points given with Fercia

" (one square at a time on diagonals until he reaches Q B 3)

" do not bother; he cannot do you harm. You would lose

" if Fercia were new, as she would play first move two
" squares to (K B 6). If you play as I have told you,

" he cannot mate you or win your roc before VIII mo-
" vements. "

132 - b) — Mate with king's rooks pawn in VII. White

no K, Kt's — KB5+K6, B's — KKt5 + K 4 R's

—

K R 7 + K s q, Q's — K R 8 — Q B 8, P's — K R 6, K K t 6.

Black K — K s q, B's-KBsq-f Qsq, R's K 2 + Q B 4.

" First check with Alfin (Q B 6) then with miles (Q B 7)

" now roc eats roc check (R at K R 7 X R)» fourth move,
" miles, that is in the custody of negro Alfin, checks at

" Q 6, then roc eats roc, check ; and again Fercia checks

" and then check-mate with infantry-footman. " (P — K R 7).

14-8 - b) — Mate with bishop on VIII move. White
K — Q B 7, B — Q R 3, R — Q K t 2. Black K-QRsq
P — Q B 3. On fifth move black queens the pawn and sixth

must play new queen to QR6 to stop check-mate.

149 - c) — Black moves first and white mates in VIII.

" If you shut the road to him you lose. You play this way;
" move the miles four times to a, b, c and d ; on fifth move
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Problems 149 and 150.
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" play the Fercia ; and on eighth move check-mate with

" miles.
"

150 - /) — Black moves first and compells white to

check-mate him on the eighth move. " The footmen move
" as indicated, and it can be done this way. Move the new
" Fercia to, then white Rex and black Fercia play alternately

" until eighth move ; then the white footman must eat Fercia

" and check-mate black in VIII.
"

This can be made a fine XX century sui-mate, by

placing a black bishop at K K t s q, in place of the new

queen.

155 - c) — Mate in VIII. " You play this way. First

" check six times with miles in a, b etc., then check with

" Fercia in g and with Alfin give check-mate in h. But if

" Alfin is where there is a point (K B 3), or removed from board

" altogether, you can the same give check-mate in VIII, and
" you ought to write this game in gold letters.

" Give check with miles in a, other miles in b, first

" miles in c, 2nd miles in d, 1st in e. Arriving at this point

" or moment of game you make a very clever move by
" Fercia in f. If he does not eat Fercia it is check-mate with
" miles in f. If he eats Fercia you bring rex in^; then mate
" next move at (Q K t 7) with miles." Similar to problems
" 17 — 24 mates in eight and seven 1257 Arabic Ms., and
" to problems in five other Arabian and Turkish Ms. ".

Also similar to N.° 15 Alfonso X 1283 Ms. It is also

given exact in at least fifteen other manuscripts that are made
up mostly of " Good Companion " problems.

156 - b) — Mate in VIII with queen's pawn.

157 - c) — . White to play and give check-mate in VIII

or less. White K — Q B 3, Q's — Q 2 + Q K t 2. Black K —
QKt8, P's — Q K t 4 -f Q R 7.

" Move Fercia in the corner, if rex takes, move up your
" rex to (Q B 2) and to (QBs q) as his footmen are useless

;

" move forward the other Fercia and give check-mate. If he
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" does not take Fercia but checks with footman where there

" is a black point (Q K t 5) move your rex into the red point,

" (Q K t 3) and then to a and b (Q B 2 -f- Q B s q) as I have
" said above. " The ending* of this mate in eight is very

odd ; more like a game of checkers than of chess. " But this

" problem is thought by some to be more interesting when
" a white pawn is placed in the act of moving towards a

" and b (Q B 2).
" This means that both white and black

pawns are to be moving in same direction towards black

king. " Place a white footman where the white rex is and
" the white rex in the red point (Q K t 3); change negro pawn

to black point (Q K t 5 and remove queen at Q — Kt2
" from board). The footmen are all going in the direction

" indicated. In such case check with white footman ; then

" convert into a Fercia, and on next play move new Fercia

" into corner (?) The adversary will take it and you move
" to the point (Q B 2) and continue the play as has been said

" in first variation.
"

The above move of new queen to second square on

straight line was not allowed in problem N.° 130 if so po-

sition given there would be a mate. There appears to be no

standard rules of play at this time and each country had its

own local rules, especially as to moves of new queen. There

are some problems of this time giving a new queen the

power to move as a knight.

179 - b) — " White moves first and will check mate

negro with Alfin on the XVI move. Play miles to a and it

is check and the rex will be from now on always in check.

Move the other miles to b, check with pedo ; then with the

miles. Then queen your pedo and give check ". (Queening

pawn is the fifth move and giving check was considered an-

other move the sixth, otherwise you would mate in XV).
" Next check with miles. Now check with the new Fercia.

Then first with one miles, then with the other. Now check

with roc and with miles and again with the other miles. Then

with the roc, following with the miles and mate with Alfin.
"
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Problems 155 and 156.
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No. 179. Good Companion problem made with bishop in XVI.

yoru \VD8MDf

shah
evuvj

widaq taidcui

,U bvpwq

bvpivq faraa farm

baiduq' ruc/i faradn baidaq

End game No. 6 from Arabic Ms. written in 1257 made with bishop in XV.

N. B. — On page 24 place a black bishop at K's sq.
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This diagram is from modern Paris Latin Ms., of about

1810. The white pieces are playing from the top of the board.

This problem is very similar to two problems, the sixth end

game and N.° 54 in Arabic Ms., 1257 British Museum. Below

is given a diagram of N.° 6 end game. " Good Companion "

and Arabic Ms., were both written about the same time so

that very probably these three problems were all copied from

some earlier collection.

Problem 179 is also the same as N°. 47 Alfonso X, N.° 17

in Cotton Ms., British Museum, N.° 22 in F. Vincent Ms.,

1495, N.° 26 in Munchen Ms., of XV cent., N.° 10 «Vom
Schach » in Wolfenbuttel Ms., of 1600, N.° 265 in Paris

10286 and Fountain Ms., and N.° 522 in Paris 1
1 7 3 Ms.

The arrangement of pieces in Arabic Ms. N.° 6 end game
is as follows ; see diagram

:

White K — Q R 7, Kt's — K 4 + Q 4, B — Q B 5, R-
Q 3 , Q — KB 3, P's — KR6, K Kt 3 , K K t 6, K B 6,

Q B 3, Black K — Q s q. Kt's — Q 2 + Q B 2, Q — Q B s q,

R's — QKtsq-f Q K t 8, P's - Q 4 + Q B 5.

The problem is to mate with bishop in XV or less. In

N.° 179 the mate was forced on the XVI move, but in this

problem black by poor play can bring about the mate with

bishop in less than XV moves.

Solution of problem N.° 6 is as follows :

1 . K t— Q B 6 ch, 2. Kt — Q 6. 3. P — K t 7 ch. 4. K t

checks. 5. P queen ch. 6. K t — B 7 ch. 7. P— K t 4 ch. 8. K t—
B 5 ch. 9. K t— K t 5 ch. 10. R— Q 2 ch. Black king to K
tsq, if to Rsq Bishop mates in two moves. ii.Kt — R3
ch. Black king to B s q. If to R s q, mate with bishop in two.

12. Kt— Kt3 ch. 13. R — K2 ch. 14. Kt— B2 ch. 15.

B — K 3 or R 3 mate.

183 - c) — Mate in XIX, the white pieces are playing

from top of the board. The letters in diagram show the nin-

teen moves. It is a very interesting problem.

184 - c) - - Mate in XX ? " White has the move and

" wants to check-mate in less than XX movements and it
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Problems 183 and 184.
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" seems you can do it easily. Give check to negro king;

" then check to roc; but you take defence of negro pieces.

" You cannot take negro roc because king goes back to

" place of before, and if white eats rook, the negro king

" would be shut. (Stale-mated) If you play very well you
" will be able to elude check-mate for 30 movements and also

" indefinitely. Because if the game was like this and the

" negro pieces had move you would always be able to defend

" indefinitely. Bringing the negro roc against white roc, roc

" could not eat roc for fear of shutting up negro king. And
" where the white roc goes, bring your roc and you can defend

" your game. "

IS6 - a) — Take the black pieces and defend yourself

successfully against white's attack. White K — K R 6, B —
Q R 3, R — QBsq. Black K-KRsq, P — Q B 7. Si-

milar to problem N.° 14, Biblioteca Regia Ms. " The
" footman has confidence (must not be taken) and when it

" becomes Fercia, white cannot win. The whites are moved
" first and say they will check-mate the negro rex. You
" defend yourself (the blacks) because if you defend very well

" they will not be able through force to checkmate you.

" Wherever he moves the white rex you go in the

" square of such colour in the same line and do not bother

" about following him. The best defence is to stay some
" distance from him. When he moves Alfin then without fear

" move your rex in the other line different from that in

" which is his rex. When he again moves his Alfin you
" return in this line and in the square of such colour. If

" you shall succeed in going as far as the line of the pawn
" or farther still, you will defend yourself very easily.

" But carefully avoid the greed of eating the Alfin, or

" of getting into a corner because you will be quickly

" check-mated. Defend yourself befittingly, because it is a

" very ingenious play, since he will try to check you with roc

" and to place the Alfin, and in such case you will be fried

" (undone).
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Directions for solving the two problems called " Filetto
"

played on same board as Merrils see reproduction.

Upper problem. — " Game of the table called filetto.

" The red pieces have the hand and play first. They can win
" so you take the red side. Bring round red piece in a and
" eat negro -\- because if not you would lose, as you will

" see in the next game. He will play negro square piece

" in b and this is the best he can do. Before you bring

" star there, go' back with round red piece, he will move
" the -j- in c, and you move the round piece and eat moon
" and you will win. If, instead, you eat his round piece (a

" move at first sight seeming good. He will bring -\- in d and
" his square piece in e and you would lose. This game is

" altogether easy (common) but is very ingenious.
"

Lower problem page 41. " This game seems the same as

" preceding one, but is comparatively different however and
" is another position. The red ones have the move. If they

" eat star as before it is clear they would loose; but they

" will have to eat -f- for there is nothing better to do. The
" negro pieces would win because they will move star to b.

" In answer to this move you can move either red piece you
" wish. The negro ones then go in c, the red eat triangle

" for nothing better to do; but negro pieces will win by
" playing star in d and moon in c, and the four negro

" ones will be in middle of extreme lines, and it does not

" matter if one eats the other, as the negro will make table

" and win.
"

The expert (H. J. R. M.) in discribing the backgammon
game contained in the Fountain Ms., give the following in-

teresting account

:

" After the chess problems follow 44 diagrams of tables,

which are divided between three games, tieste, barrill, and

minoret, all played upon the ordinary backgammon board

with 1 5 men (taule) a side red and gold. The rules of these

games are not known but they appear to have differed but

little from backgammon. "
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Filetto problems from a game similar to Merrils.
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A mediaeval game played on the backgammon board

reproduced on page 43.

" This game is excellent but very difficult. It can scar-

cely be taught, but must rather be learned by practice. The

game is to advance with three tassilli and is played with

fourteen pieces on a side.
"

" Twelve black pieces stand in their house and twelve

white in theirs. Therefore it is necessary that the two black

get back among their own men and the two white likewise.

Who ever has the first move has the advantage if he plays

with the two tine quateras and if he protect himself; the other

will descend a little at a time with amessase terz. Who ever

moves first will do the same, being careful not to leave bare

his two, because then the adversary would advance with his

and would be able to gain ground. But if in the first move

the tine quateras cannot be protected, as I have said, then

those who have the move will be in worse position.
"

" It would be advantageous however for one who is not

expert to make amessase with two pieces inside and an as in

the home table. The adversary will possibly do the same
;

but then if you know how to give two tables in the house

of which one shall be in cine ad one in sis, you will have

the advantage. If he lays bare his, you will cover with one

of your outside pieces : you will move both. If then he takes

one of your outside pieces, he will not be able to recover all

and you will take him and gain ground. But if he does not

move his two outside pieces after your first move, making

point in his suites or if he makes point in your sunes, even

then he will lose because you will gradually play with the

amessase terz, always sending one in sis because when he

wishes to play with the inside pieces you can cover it.
"

" This game will never be known without practice. This

is because one is not compelled to do what the adversary

does as in most other ottative games. Each one does with

the threee tassilli whatever he pleases.
"
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" Good Companion " writes like a prophet in the first few

lines of this game.

The play is certainly difficult, and we have not been

taught. If one only knew the meaning of the words used it

might be possible to follow the description.

The translation of above and all the chess problems has

been quite difficult. We had an expert who did not speak

English translate the abridged Latin into Italian. Then seve-

ral good friends translated the Italian into English.
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Ancient game played on back-gammon board.





Philosopher Philometor or as the Caldeens called him Xerxes.

The game was founded to correct and reprove the cruel and

jolly King Evilmerodach. Caxton's 1474 English edition gives

this translation. " He was a jolye man without justice and so

" cruell that he did hewe his faders body in three hondred

" pieces. And did give to eat and devour to three hondred
" birdes that men call vultress.

"

Cessolis then relates how in chess the king can only do

certain things, the pieces and pawns also can make only

given moves, so in real life the King must strive with his

subjects, the nobles and common people, to advance the general

good of the Kingdom. The King is described as clothed in

purple sitting in a chair with a gold apple and sceptre in

his hands. The Queen must be a fair lady with a crown on

her head, and sit on the left side of the King. Each piece is

then described. The pawns, eight in number, are the common
people. The pawn in front of the Queen must be a Doctor to

attend her in sickness. The third pawn in front of the Bishop

is a clothmaker. The fourth pawn is the merchant or money
changer.

I300

chess manuscript

yiE Lombardy Monk Cessolis wrote a series of ser-

1) mons or discourses moralizing the game of chess.

I He states that chess was invented by the Greek
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Riccardi Library No. 2513.

An Italian Manuscript of Cessolis sermons written in 1390. The Greek Philo-

sopher Philometor instructing king Evilmerodach in the game of chess.
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Illustration of the king seated upon his throne. There are eight

Italian manuscripts of Cessolis in the Libraries in Florence.
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The Cavaliere or Knight. " Spurs on his heels on his hands gaunt-

lets. They spend the night in prayer and offering unto God. "
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The Alfino his office and manners.

"The Philosopher Philometor was the judge of the realm,

so just and true that he would rather die than live long and be

flatterer to the said king. "
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" For as the blessed Saint Jerome said the city of Ba-

bylon was right great and was made all square in every quar-

ter. And the chess board represents this city in wich this

play or game was founded. The philosopher who founded it

Frontispiece to Cessolis 1493 Florence edition.

Players in customes of the period.

first ordered a table containing lxiiii squares. The border of

the table was higher than the checker board. It is to be

understood that the border represented the wall of the city

And in one of the corners of this city was a tower the tower

of Babel. "

Before the invention of printing many translations were

made of the Cessolis manuscript and distributed throughout

Europe.
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Wm. Caxton's London 1480 second edition. Woodcut illustrations of translation from a French manuscript of the Lombard Monk Jacopo Cessolis' sermons.

" The rooks, vicars of the king, are arranged a black " The pawn that sitteth before the queen shall be the
one at the right and a white one at the left. " Physician, spicer or apothecary. He is to hold a box of oint-

* ment in his left hand. For he is tq visit and cure Queens,
Duchesses and Countesses. "
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Woodcut illustrations from the Florence 1493 edition, printed by Antonio Miscomini.

This translation was from a Cessolis Italian manuscript now in the National Library of Florence.

This manuscript was written in the XIV century, but did not contain the frontispiece reproduced in the Florence 1493 edition.

" The knight should be made all armed upon a horse
in such wise that he have on his nead an helmet and a spear
in his right hand. "

" The Physician should be of gracious speech and utte-

rances of rhetoric, the measure of hours and days and of

joyous songs.
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Wm. Caxton's Play of Chess, 1474, the second book pub-

lished in the English language was translated from a French

translation of the Cessolis manuscript. The first chess book

printed in Italy was also a translation of Cessolis work, pub-

lished in Florence 1493.

A comparison of the woodcut illustrations of Caxton's

English second edition of 1480 and the Florence 1493 edition

is very interesting.

The first five woodcuts are from Caxton's edition

;

1st Inventor of chess Philometor ; 2nd King Evilmerodach

hewing his " fader into tre honderd pieces ". 3rd the King.

4th the Rook. 5th a Physician, one of the pawns or

common people.

The second five woodcuts are from the Florence 1493

edition and are much more artistic. 1st the Queen. 2nd

the keeper of the town, one of the pawns. 3rd the King.

4th the Knight. 5th the Physician.

" Good Companion " and the Monk Cessolis both lived

in Italy during the XIII century ; the former gave us practical

chess problems, the latter wrote a chess manuscript giving

us information on every conceivable subject except on how to

play the game of chess.



Mediaeval ivory chess-men in the Rargello Museum.

XII century Scandinavian art. XIII century North European art.

Torre a rook. Re a king.

The late Prof. Willard Fiske of New York published in Florence

111 J 9°5> " Chess in Iceland ". Many legends are given in song and story

of chess among the Vi-kings and Northmen. One of the earliest legends

is in 1027 when King Conute and Earl Ulf played at chess.



Mediaeval ivory chess-men in the Bargello Museum.

XI century French art

Cavallo a knight.

XII century French art.

Re a king.

XIV century Italian art.

Torre a rook.

XII century French art.

Cavallo a knight.

XII century French art.

Re a king.

XIV century?

Redo a pawn.
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ANDRE D. PHILIDOR

ROM 1749 to 1 82 1 Philidor's chess publications were

the standards of Europe. They passed through

many editions and translations. Mr. W. H. Lyons

of Newport, Kentucky, quotes in his 1909 catalogue no less

then fifty three Philidor chess works.

Prof. Geo. Allen of Philadelphia wrote and published

the life of Philidor in 1863.

" An easy introduction to the game of chess " printed

in London 1809, fourteen years after his death, gives these

very interesting anecdotes of his life.

" Andre Danican Philidor was born at Dreux, near Paris,

in 1726. His grandfather was a hautboy-player at the court

of Louis XIII. An Italian musician, named Philidor, was

admired at that court for his performance on the same in-

strument
;
and, after his departure, the king gave Mr. Da-

nican the sobriquet, or nickname of Philidor, which has still

remained in the family. His father and several of his brothers

belonged to the band of Louis XIV. and XV.
" At six years of age he was admitted among the chil-

dren of the Chapel-Royal, at Versailles, where, being obliged

to attend daily, he had an opportunity of learning Chess

from the musicians in waiting, of whom there were about

eighty. Cards not being allowed so near the chapel, they

had a long table, with six Chess-boards inlaid.
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" At the age of eleven, a motet or psalm, with choruses,

of his composition, was performed, which pleased Louis XV
so much that he gave the composer five louis : this encour-

aged the lad to compose four more. When he had attained his

fourteenth year he left the chapel, and was then reputed to be

the most skilful Chess-player in the band. This was in 1740,

when several motets of his composition were performed at

Paris, at the Concert Spirituel, which were favourably re-

ceived by the public, as the production of a child, who was

already a master and a teacher of music.

" At this time Chess was played in almost every coffee-

house in Paris ; and he applied himself so closely to the game
that he neglected his scholars, and they consequently took an-

other master. This induced him rather to pursue the study of

Chess than of music. Mr. de Kermui, Sire de Legalle, who
is still living, and was then near forty years of age, was

esteemed the best Chess-player in France, and young Philidor

sought every opportunity of receiving his instructions, by

which he improved so essentially that three years after

Mr. de Legalle, though still his master, was not able to allow

him any advantage.

" Mr. de Legalle once asked him, whether he had ever

tried to play by memory, without seeing the board ? Philidor

replied that as he had calculated moves, and even whole

games, at night in bed, he thought he could do it ; and im-

mediately played a game with the Abbe Chenard, which he

won, without seeing the board, and without hesitating upon

any of the moves. This was a circumstance much spoken

of in Paris, and, in consequence, he often repeated this method

of playing.

" Philidor then finding he could readily play a single

game offered to play two games at the same time, which

he did at a coffee-house ; and of this party the following

account is given in the French Encyclopaedia :

" We had at Paris a young man of eighteen, who played

at the same time two games of Chess, without seeing the
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boards, beating two antagonists ; to either of whom he,

though a first-rate player, could only give the advantage of

a Knight, when seeing the board. We shall add to this

account a circumstance of which we were eye-witnesses. In

the middle of one of his games, a false move was designedly

made, which, after a great number of moves, he discovered,

and placed the piece where it ought to have been at first.

This young man is named Mr. Philidor, the son of a mu-

sician of repute ; he himself is a great musician, and, perhaps,

the best player of Polish draughts that ever was, or ever

will be. This is among the most extraordinary examples of

strength of memory and of imagination.

" Forty years after this, he played two different times in

London three games at once.

" In 1747, he visited England, where Sir Abraham Janssen

introduced him to all the celebrated players of the time. Sir

Abraham was not only the best Chess-player in England,

but likewise the best player he ever met with, after his

master, Mr. de Legalle ; as the baronet was able to win one

game in four from him even ; and Mr. de Legalle, with whom
Sir Abraham afterwards played in Paris, was of the same

opinion with regard his skill.

" In 1748, Mr. Philidor returned to Holland, where he

composed his "Treatise on Chess". At Aix-la-Chapelle he was

advised by Lord Sandwich to go to Eyndhoven, a village

between Bois-le-Duc and Maestricht, where the English army
was encamped. He had there the honour of playing with

the late Duke of Cumberland, who subscribed liberally himself,

and procured a great number of other subscribers to his

work on Chess, which was published in London in 1749.

"In 1750 he frequented the house of the French ambas-

sador, the Duke of Mirepoix, who gave a weekly dinner

to the lovers of Chess ; at which game he was himself very

expert.

" Philidor remained another year in London ; and learning-

that the King of Prussia was fond of Chess, he set off for
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Berlin in 1 7 5 1 . The King saw him play several times at

Potsdam, but did not play with him himself : there was a

Marquis de Verennes and a Jew, who played even with the

king ; and to each of these Philidor gave a Knight, and beat

them.

" The year following he left Berlin, stayd eight months at

the Prince of Waldeck's, at Arolsen, and three weeks at the

court of the Landgrave of Hesse Cassel, and then returned

to England, where he remained till 1775, when he returned

to France. In that capital he composed operas, and other

pieces: and in the year 1794, we find him again in London,

at Mr. Parsloe's, in St. James's Street, where, on the 23rd

of February, he played two games blindfold at the same

time, against Count Bruhl and Mr. Wilson : Mr. Philidor giving

the advantage of the first move to both parties.

" Mr. Bowdler moved the pieces, agreeable to the direction

of Mr. Philidor, against Count Bruhl ; and Mr. Rameau
moved for him against Mr. Wilson.

" This match was strongly contested, and lasted an hour

and thirty-five minutes. Mr. Philidor, though he never mani-

fested a clearer head, nor a more tenacious memory, was

obliged to yield to his adversaries, whom he had so often de-

feated before. The fact is, the odds were immense ; and though

this celebrated foreigner is the best player in the world, the

other gentlemen having made a wonderful progress in their

improvement occasioned of course their success.
"
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Louis Charles Mahe de la Bourdonnais

Chess champion from 1834 to 1840 1

)

N 1 84 1 George Walker, the English chess author,

writes as follows :
" Louis C. de la Bourdonnais,

the Philidor " of the age, died in London Dec. 13,

" 1840, aged only 43. In life, he was unrivalled as a chess-

" player ; in death, he leaves no one worthy to fill his place.

" He instituted the Palamede, and enriched it with many
" original articles.

"

A very interesting collection of autograph letters, writ-

ten by such noted chess players as Paul Morphy, C. F. de

Jaenisch, Lowenthal, H. von der Lasa, Louis Paulsen, Professor

George Allen, Jules Arnons de Riviera and de la Bour-

donnais, has been given us by an American lady living near

Florence.

The de la Bourdonnais letter is dated July 19, 1837

Paris, and addressed to George Walker Esq., 17, Soho

Square. This very interesting letter has we think never

1 The Chess Weekly Nov. 27, 1909 " The present sequence of

worlds Champions commenced with Philidor 1780, Deschapells 1800 to

1834, Bourdonnais 1834 to 1840, Staunton lost to Anderson in 1851,

Anderson lost to Morphy in 1858, Steinitz 1866, Lasker 1894, Only eight

Champions in one hundred and thirty years. "
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before been published. The previous owner has kindly trans-

lated it from French into English :

My Dear Sir; —
I beg you to excuse me for not having replied to your

letters. I have been very much occupied and tormented by
the cruel illness of my only child. I thank you a thousand

times for the things you have sent me. The fantastic tale

is especially charming and I hope that this time you will find

it well translated.

I do not know how to thank you for your kind favours,

Command me here for any thing you may desire — I am at

your disposal.

I had proposed to send you from time to time some
rare books on chess. You have never replied regarding this

offer. Recently I found 2 u Damiano ", for which I paid 15

francs each and gave them to amateurs. 1 A few days ago I

found a u Cozio " for 18 fr.
2

If I had thought these might

be useful to you I would have sent them. Thank Mr. Reiss

for me for his kind invitation. I fear that I shall not be

able to avail myself of it. I am Sect., of the chess club

here, 3 with 2000 francs salary and it is impossible to leave

Paris during the winter
;
only in the month of June could I

be absent and then the season would not be propitious.

I much regret being thus deprived of the pleasure of

seeing you and having a few games in London. Were you

pleased with Mons. Alexander's visit ? I am availing myself

of the kindness of. Mr. Lawrence in sending you this letter

1 We have reproduced the frontispiece and several problems from

the 1594 edition ot Damiano. A volume of this year in fine condi-

tion is worth 200 francs. The earlier editions are much more costly.

2 Count Carlo Cozio, printed in Torino 1766, Mr. Lyons quotes in

1909, " one of the rarest of chess works, 2 vols., $ 10,00.
"

3 This was the Cercle des Echecs next door to the Cafe de la Re-

gence. At the former club St. Amant and Staunton, played their cele-

brated match, in Dec. 1843. Many of the persons mentioned in this

letter appear in the old engraviug of this match.
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1

and your manuscript. Our club just now is a little deserted.

This will last until the month of November. We have here

really a very good establishment which I had a hand in

organizing and which I hope will prosper. There is harmony

among the Paris chess players and we have young players

who are forming themselves.

Mons. Perigal made us two short visits. He played only

twice ; once with Mons. Clemence, a beginner ; the other time

with Mons. Chamouiller. He lost with these players four

games without winning one. It was really bad luck. To day I

am about to make the necessary expenditure for the figures,

such as you have for your boards. Will you have the kind-

ness to send me a note as to how much the men would

cost in London ? I should be obliged to have the bishops en-

graved, your bishops' heads would not go here. I* would

like to bring out your card with the new script. I sent

10 vols., to Greenwood Walker. I count still upon sending

him all the numbers of the 2 nd year to the number of 10

copies. I very much wish that he would send me 20 volu-

mes of his work, 1
I will have much more trouble in dispos-

ing of them, because I fear that the work of Mons. Alex-

ander 2
will prevent many of our amateurs from buying your

books on chess.

I hope that before long you will find much improvement

in La Palamede. I have in England besides the subscribers of

Bossange and Barther about 1 5, thanks to the kindness of Messrs.

Duban et Baltiere. I do not complain at all. I never ex-

pected more. I have in all about 263 subscribers, 120 suffice

for the expenses, " Altogether I am ahead, of the game. "

Mons. Barther came only once to visit us. He would not

play at the club. He is now at Bordeaux.

1 A selection of Games at Chess actually played in London, by

Alexander Mc. Donnell, the best English player. London 1836.

2 Paris 1837, Encyclopedic des Echecs, including the works of forty

different authors.
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I do not play ten times here giving the pawn and move.

It is always the Cavalier or the tower. Every one who has

a small reputation in France refuses to play with me, I re-

gret this and they lose a good opportunity of becoming

stronger. I have found in this respect your amateurs much
more courageous. I often play the game of pawns with

Mons. le Comte Boissy d'Anglas. I give him ten men and

he defends himself very well. You will see before long some

of our games in La Palamede.

Our compliments to your amateurs whom I regret very

much not being able to visit.

Beleive me the pawn and first play that I give do not trouble

me at all. I am much more annoyed by unfortunate business

affairs than I was when in London, and I play better than at

that time. I gave the pawn and two moves to Mons. Szen and we
had about 30 games without either of us having the advant-

age. I will not refuse to Mons. St. Amant and Bonourts.

As to Mons. Calir he is less strong and could not defend him-

self against Mons. Szen. He only won one game out of 13.

I play often with Mons. Bonfil, giving him the cavalier and

I always have the advantage of him. I believe you know
better in England the debuts de pien et deux traits than we
do in France. That is why I would not care to risk more than

the pian and trais, but with that advantage I think you will

find few players to compete with me. If God gives us life

we shall see.

Receive, dear Sir, the assurance of my sincere friendship

and the expression of my gratitude for all your kind fa-

vours.

July 19, 1837.

From yours very truly,

De la Bourdoxxais.







COUNT GUIDO NOVELLO ')

HILE this book was in the hands of the printer we
learned that an old XIV century fresco of a game

of chess had been partly restored in the castle in

Poppi. Let us journey down to the old XIII century

castle, and see the fresco that has been obliterated for

centuries. Although Poppi is but forty miles from Florence

it requires five hours to reach the old town and castle perched

high on a hill top.

The brother counts Guido Novello and Simone di Batti-

folle in 1 26 1 built the old walls and defences that still sur-

round the castle.

Here they lived in great state so that the expression

became proverbial in Florence, " You live in greater ease

than the count in Poppi ".

The father of the counts left as a heritage to his five sons

upwards of five hundred castles in Tuscany and the Romagna.
The possession soon became divided, count Guido re-

mained a zealous Ghibelline while others of the family not-

ably Guidoguerra, a nephew, espoused the side of Holy

Church and the Guelf party. This is that Guidoguerra whom
Dante placed in hell for his sins. Guido Novello and Gui-

doguerra were chiefs of the rival factions who make the

history of Guidi in the thirteenth century.

1 On the ceiling in the grand saloon in the Palazzo Vecchio, is a

fresco of Count Guido Novello upon bended knee receiving the arms
of the city of Florence from Pope Clementine IV. The latter was Pope
from 1265 to 1268. Fresco is executed by Vasari.
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They fought furiously against one another, burning and

sacking one another's lands. But at the great reckoning at

Montaperti count Guido was revenged.

The Ghibelline faction appointed Guido Novello, Podesta

in Florence and there we find him residing in the Palazzo

del Popolo (Bargello) in 1266 when Buzecca the Saracen

plays his simultaneous blind fold games of chess. Giovanni

Villani in his seventh book of the history of Florence makes

this statement: " In those times, in the year of Christ 1266,

there came to Florence a Saracen named Buzecca, a very

great master of chess playing, and, in the Palazzo del Po-

polo, before count Guido Novello, he played at one time

three chess-boards, with the best masters of chess in Florence,

playing at two by memory, and with the third by sight.

Two games he won, and the third he made a drawn game,

which circumstance was esteemed marvellous. "

This is the first authentic, record of chess playing without

the sight of the men.

It is most probable that " Good Companion " manu-

script was written about this time, and under the patronage

and protection of count Guido Novello.

The count's party however soon lost control of Florence

and he was expelled to his secure castle in Poppi.

As you ascend to the castle you see below the valley of

the Arno, and at the foot of the fortifications the battle field

where on June 11,1289 Guelf and Ghibelline met in deadly

combat. A great host of Florentines and armed soldiers

from Tuscany entered the valley and laid waist the lands of

Novello, then Podesta of Arezzo.

Buonconte da Montefeltro commanded the forces of No-

vello's Ghibelline army. He was under the papal course and

received a mortal wound upon the battle field. Dante was

among the Florentine army and when writing his Purgatorio,

Buonconte of Montefeltro is also placed in hell.

In Purgatorio Canto V. 88-93 he thus reveals himself

and tells his tale to Dante :
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Woodcut from March 1491 Venice edition of Dante,
buonconte converses with vlrgel and dante.

" I was of Montefeltro, I am Buonconte ; Giovanna or any other,

hath no care for me ; wherefore I go among these, with

downcast brow. "

And I to him :
" What violence or what chance made thee stray

so far from Campaldino, that thy burial-place ne'er was known ?
"

" Oh, " answered he, " at Casentino's foot a stream crosses, which

is named Archiano, and rises in the Apennines above the

Hermitage.

There where its name is lost, did I arrive, pierced in the throat,

flying on foot, and bloodying the plain.

There lost I vision, and ended my words upon the name of Mary
;

and there fell I, and my flesh alone was left.

I will speak sooth, and do thou re-speak it among the living : the

angel of God took me and one from Hell cried: " O thou

from Heaven, wherefore robbest thou me? "

Count Novello died in 1294 a fallen chief, powerless and

despised.

His nephew Guido di Battifolle, however, shortly after

rebuilt the castle as it appears to day.
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On the wall of the stairway in the open courtyard of

the castle is the coat of arms of Statio Dati, son of Grego-

rio Dati of the old Florentine family. The son was burgo-

master in Poppi in 1587. Probably this father and son Dati

were the early owners of " Good Companion " Ms.

Near the second story balcony overlooking the castle

yard is the old fresco we have come to see. In modern

times this space has been used as a pantry or kitchen. Plas-

ter a quarter of an inch thick has until lately obliterated the

fresco for many centuries. In 1628 and 1669 two burgomas-

ters placed their coat of arms in the upper part of the wall,

destroying the fresco underneath.

Quite lately many of the frescoes have been restored.

Jacopo del Casentino who died in 1349 is supposed to have

painted the frescoes in the castle in Poppi.

The chess fresco, however, is very far gone, the plaster

has been removed but no retouching has been done.

The photograph is very poor, as it was taken la tein the

afternoon during a snow storm.

With " Good Companion " miniature before you it is

not difficult in imagination to reproduce the XIVth century

fresco. The head and shoulders of Buzecca are gone but

the red cloak is the clue to his identity. Only the arms

clad in armour remain of the Knight in the background. The

chess board however is all intact and like the one in min-

iature has the black square at the right.

At the table is a youth deep in though and above his

head a hand is extended as though in blessing.

The head and shoulders of the man standing are missing,

but where the top of head should be, there still remains a

portion of the same crown, worn by Count Guido Novello

in the illuminated miniature of " Good Companion ".

This fresco was certainly painted after 1300, and in all

probability represents Count Guido Novello giving a blessing

to the youth who is testing his skill against the experience

of Buzecca, the Saracen.
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